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SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE COINCIDENCE DEGREE FOR SET -
CONTRACTIONS TO FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF 
NEUTRAL TYPE 
Georg HETZER, Aachen 1 ) 
Abstract: We consider the existence of periodic so-
lutions of the neutral functional differential equation 
x(t) = f(t,xt,x^). Basic for the proof of our assertions 
are two coincidence theorems for an operator equation in 
Banach spaces, which can be deduced by a coincidence deg-
ree theory for set-contractions, given in 16]. 
Key-words: Coincidence degree, set-contractions, pe-
riodic solutions of neutral functional differential equa-
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Secondary: 47A50, 34K99 
Introduction. Many problems, concerning nonlinear or-
dinary partial or functional differential equations, can 
be reduced to the study of the operator equation Lx = Nx , 
where L is a noninvertible linear map, and N is nonli-
near. In respect to partial differential equations, we men-
tion the Landesman-Lazer approach, used e.g. in t71-tl7], 
[3] or [4l. Instead of using Schauder's fixed point theorem 
1) I may thank Professor J. Mawhin for referring me to 
[53. 
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in order to ensure the existence of a solution of Lx = 
* Nx , J. Ma whin derives a so-called coincidence degree 
for completely continuous N from the Leray-Schauder de-
gree and establishes a degree continuation theorem for 
it, which can be applied for solving the above operator 
equation. For this approach and some of its applications 
we refer to L8«l,t93,[103 or [51. Finally, in [63 we ex-
tend the coincidence degree to the situation, where N 
is a set-contraction. 
A significant case for the use of set-contractions 
is the neutral functional differential equation: 
(* ) l(t) =- f(t,xt,xt) . 
We refer e.g. to:tl43,1153• Working with completely con-
tinuous nonlinearity, Hale and Mawhin (153) must restrict 
themselves to the special case: f(t,xt,xt) = 
d 
« -jT" f1(t,xt) • f2(t,xt) , where f̂  is linear in xt , 
when they study the existence of periodic solutions of (*)« 
The purpose of this paper is to show that Mawhin's 
approach can be applied to the general situation, using 
the coincidence degree for set-contractions. 
In Section 1 we mention the needed abstract results 
of [63 in a somewhat modified form. Then in 2 we reduce 
the existence of periodic solutions of (>K ) to: 
1. Search an "a priori bound" for f * 
2. Determine the Brouwer degree for a special map. 
Finally in Section 3 we consider the quasibounded case. 
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1. Here we collect the later needed abstract results. 
First we recall some definitions: 
Definition 1. Let T be a metric space and P(T) 
the power set of T . The set-measure of noncompactness 
<y: P(T) » R+ u {oo\ is defined by: 
r<M> - mf < e | e > o , vw ^^^YHYACU^^
 ( B i }* 
^ e A U D. 2 M) ? . 
Definition 2. Assume that T^, Tg are metric spa-
ces, k c JL4" and f: T ^ — * T2 . 
(a) f is called completely continuous: <-—> 
A , B bounded =-=*-> f(B) compact. 
0 ay^ 
(b) f is called k set-contraction: <s*s=s> 
A <y (f(B)) *- k <y(B) . 
& s y..j 
If X, T are Banach spaces (over Jt ), D a linear sub-
space of X , and L: D—*> T linear, then Ker(L) deno-
tes the kernel of L and R(L) the range of L • We say 
that L is a Fredholm operator, if OG*(L): « 
- dim(Ker(D) -<: a> , , /3 (D: = dim (T/R(D) <* oo , L is 
closed anc* R(D is closed. We set: ind(L): * cc (L) -
- fh (L) • In [63 we have shown that each Fredholm opera-
tor L satisfies: 1(D: a sup -f r | r e R.+ , A y(B)< 
B2.P 
<oo =*> r<2T(BX £ ^ (L(B)) } > 0 . 
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Now we can introduce the following assumptions: 
(a) X, Y Banach spaces, D a linear subspace of X , 
H £ X open and bounded, D r\ SI 4= 0 , 
(b) L: D — • Y a Fredholm operator with ind (L) = 0 , 
(c) k < 1(L) , N: 31 — > Y a k set-contraction. 
Since ind (L) = 0 , there exist continuous projectors 
P: X — * X and Q: Y—*> Y with: R(P) = Ker (L) and 
Ker (Q) = R(L) and a linear isomorphism J: R(Q) * 
—*> Ker (L) . 
Further let deg mean the generalized Brouwer degree for 
finite dimensional vector spaces. Then, using the coinci-
dence degree for set-contractions, we state a theorem in 
[6] which contains as a special case the following degree 
continuation result: 
Theorem 1. Let (a) - (c) be fulfilled, P , Q and J 
like above, and assume furthermore: 
(1) /\ /\ ^ Lx ± ^Kx . 
(2) ,/\ _ J • Q * N(X)4- o , 
(3) deg (J • Q * N) ,Ker (L) rs Jl ,0) # 0 . 
(Ker(L)nJi 
Then there exists an x D with: Lx = «x • 
As usual, we set deg,(J * Q<» N | i c e r ( L ) A . S . '
 Ker <L)p>-k>°> 
= 1 , if Ker (L) = i 0 } . Before stating the second, later 
needed abstract result, we recall the definition of a quasi-
bounded operator: 
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Definition 3. Let X , Y be Banach spaces, F: X—• Y 
continuous. F is called quasibounded: <•—»> 
III Fill : = in f ( s u p ( - — I x e X , II x II s »})<». Ill III 
0<f<co l llxll ' 
i s s a id quasinorm* 
From Theorem 1 we ob ta in l i k e Mawhin in [93 for the ca se , 
where N i s completely cont inuous : 
Theorem 2. Let (a) - (c) be f u l f i l l e d , P , Q , J l i k e 
above, i l = X and Kp the pseudo- inverse of L , a s s o c i a -
ted to P ( i . e . Kp: = Lip /->- _ p ) (y))"* ) • Furthermore 
we assume, t h a t t h e r e a r e oc 2: 0 and fl > 0 wi th : 
( i ) Kp * ( I - Q) o N quasibounded, 
( i i ) A w Q o Nx = 0 -—-> II Px II -* oo II ( I - P)x II 4- fl . 
J t 6 A 
( i i i ) (1 + oc ) III Kp o ( I - Q) * N III -̂  1 , 
( iv ) deg ( J o Q . N ) | K e r ( L ) A B ( ( S ) ' 
B(fi ) n Ker (L) , 0) * 0 , 
where B( $ h*i x | x e X , II x II * fl } . 
Then R(L - N) 2 R(L) . 
2 . We in t roduce the fo l lowing n o t a t i o n s : 
Let n e M , M S R and II a norm of R** , then 
C(M, R**') i s t he space of bounded cont inuous func t ions from 
M in 51 , II ) \ w the supremum norm. For a >• 0 , t e l and 
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x € C( E , E"*) we define xt c C( C - a,0], E'*) by: 
x t(r): • x(t • % ) for t? € [ - a,0 3 . If x c C( K t E'*') 
is differentiable, we write x for the derivate of x and 
xt for the function, given by xAx)i =* x(t + t ) with 
% e [ - a,0] . Finally let C1( B. , E.^) denote the subspace 
of continuously differentiable functions of C(E„E'>1') and 
Br: = { Z | Z 6 E**, | Z | £ r J for r e E+ . We consider 
the neutral functional differential equation: x(t) =-
« f(t, xt, xt) , where x c C
1(E,E m') . 
Theorem 3. Assumptions: n • N , a > 0 , 
f: E x C( C- a,03 , E'*) K C ( [ - a , 0 ] , R'*)-* E * l -
periodic in the first argument, uniformly continuous on boun-
ded sets. 
Let 0 £ k < 1 with: 
(I) A A ^ J^(t, u, v.) - f(t, u, v-,)|.4 
Further there exists an r >- 0 with: 
(II) A (x 1-periodic A V x(t) = 
=- a f (t, xt, xt)) «•*> max { \ x 11̂  , 8 x 11̂  J 4- r 
(III) deg (gJB , Br, 0)4* 0 , where g: B r — • E ^ is 
defined by: g(u): * J f(t, u, 0) dt for u £ Br
 2 ) . 
2) We identify u c E"* and the function: t V—* u for 
t * E . 
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Assertion: There i s a continuously differentiable, 
1 - periodic function x with: x(t) « f ( t , x t , x t ) for 
t c Jt . 
Proof. We realize the hypotheses of Theorem 1* We 
set: 
X: M x | x « C1 ( I I ,m.m') , / \ x(t * 1) * x ( t ) } and 
X> W R 
T: =-iy I y e C ( E,R. r t V) , / \ y(t • 1) = y(t> . . Ifc-
XJ a 1R 
fine l l » l : X — * 1L+ by H x 11 : * max {II x Ĥ  , II x 1^ J 
and L: X —* Y by Lx: « x • Then we have: Ker(L) » 
= ix \ x « X , x constant J , hence dim(Ker(D) « n • .Fur-
thermore we obtain: z e R(D <=-«-> f z(t ) dt - 0 , thus 
J0 
dim (Y/R(D) a n . 
Additionally, L is continuous in respect to II II on X 
and II H^ on Y and therefore a Predholm operator with 
ind(L) = 0 • P: X — * X , defined by Px: « x(0) , and 
Q. Y — * Y , given by (Qy)(t): = f1 y(tr) df , are 
projectors with: R(P) =- Ker(L) and Ker(Q) « R(L) . Since 
the pseudo-inverse Kp of L associated to P , given by 
(K y) (t) * J y(tr) dt for ye R(D , has a norm lo-
wer than 1 , we obtain: 1(L) 2 1 . 
Now set A : « { x | x t X ,||zll < P } and (Nx)(t): 
: « f(t, xt, xt) for x c S • The 1 - periodicity of f 
in the first argument and Q£ X ensuresthat Nx € Y . 
We show: N is uniformly continuous. 
Let £ >• 0 . The uniform continuity of f on bounded 
sets involves the existence of a cT>- 0 with: Por all 
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ul> u2» vlf v2 € Cr : s ^ u \ u € c^ t- a,0 3 , Rn) , 
ft u 11^ £ r 1 , i u r u2 11̂  6 d and II vx - v2 11̂  * oT 
imply: |f(t, u^, v.^) - f (t, u2> vg) I £ e , Let now x, y e 
e 5, with II x - y II £ oT , then we have: 
t ^ l lxt-^t"«6orA **i- 4t'U^ <^*t> Vitv4i* c* 
hence: ./\r. I x*(-t, xt, xt) - f(t, yt, yt) | * e , thus: 
ll Nx - Ny ll ̂ £ e • 
If z c X , we define: F2: S —*> Y by: 
(F2x)(t): « f(t, xt, It) for x t I . 
One obtains completely analogous to the uniform continuity 
of N: {?z \ z € X } is uniformly equicontinuous on SI . 
Now we can prove: N is a k set-contraction. Let y 
respectively qfa be the set-measure of noncompactness on 
Jl respectively T according to II II respectively 
H II , and let diam respectively diam^ be the sym-
bol for the diameter, taken by II \\ respectively II H ̂  • 
We show that for A £ SI f^ (N(A))£ k y (A). Set % : * 
= y ( A ) . Let €* > 0 , then there exist B1,..., Bm £ A 
with: / \ diam (B..) & W • e/2 and LJ B. = A . 
Since sup { II x R^ | x c A } ^ r , Ascoli #s theorem implies 
that T is compact in respect to I 1^ , Then F (A) is 
compact for each z c X . Therefore the uniform equiconti-
nuity of the set i ?z \ z * X } implies: For each j e 4l,... 
..., m ) there exist S^,..., S^/.^S B. , such that for 
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each 25 e X i s ful f i l led: i / \ diam ^ (F„(S^)) * s / 2 
and ^ ̂  Ĵ J , . sf = B- . 
Now we show: / \ / \ diam ^ (N(S!^)) ^ k r) '+ e • 
Let j « t 1 , . . . , m} , i € { l , . . . , n ( t j ) } and x, y € S^: 
II Nx - Ny 11̂  = II Nx - FyX 11̂  * ft Fyx - Ny lw 
llNx - FyX 11̂  = ^sup^ 1 f ( t , x t , x t ) - f ( t , x t , frt)| 
& k II x - y II^ (see (D) 
& k (% + e/2) (x, y e B.) 
^ k 71 • E /2 
H V - Ny H^ = il FyX - Fyy 11̂  £ 6 /2 , since x,y € s(. 
Finally we obtain: 11 Nx - Ny II 4 k ô  • e for x,y e S^ . 
The last step of the proof is the realization of (1) -
(3) of Theorem 1. 
(1) is a direct consequence of Condition (II). 
(2) and (3): If x € Ker(L) n SL , then x is con-
stant and H x II £ r, hence: 
r-4 
((Qo N)x) (*s) = J f(t, x(0), 0) dt = g(x(0)) . Thus 
(III) implies (2) and (3) for every isomorphism J • 
Then Theorem 1 ensures the existence of an x e il 
with x(t) = f(t, xt, SL) , which completes the proof. 
It may be useful to discuss the conditions (I) - (III): 
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Remarks * (1) Obviously an extension of the scalar 
equation 
x(t) » k x(t) • C (0 * k «« 1 , C * 0) to k * 1 is impossible. 
Therefore a condition like (I) is necessary for the situation, 
treated in the above theorem. 
(2) Condition (II) can be removed in special cases by 
any a priori bound estimation (e.g. 153). One observes that 
(II) is only used, to ensure CD of Theorem 1. 
(3) (III) contains some assumptions, well known in the 
theory of ordinary differential equations, if one uses e.g. 
the Borsuk property of the Brouwer degree or the Poincar£-
Bohl theorem. Such conditions are: 
/s A ^ A A (Ul 5r-«> f (t, u, o) 4* 
Af(t, -u, 0)) 
or in the special case, where II means the Euclidean norm 
and < 9 > the scalar product of the II -
A . ^ .*, d u l = r -=--*> <u, f(t, u, 0)> > 0) . 
(4) Finally let us remark that the introduction of gui-
ding functions probably leads to sharper results (e.g. Cl0 3 
for the special case, where f is independent of 5+) . But 
that is not a theme of this paper. 
We end this section with a theorem which is related to 
the results in [11 and [14-1. 
Theorem 4. Let n c IK , f: Rx R nx R nx R n — > Rn 
be continuous, 
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1 - periodic in the first argument, ^ f g> : R — • H-
be continuous, 
1 - periodic and 0 .£ k -c 1 with: 
(I*) / \ / \ .^l^Ct, u, v, w-,) -
- f(t, U, V, Wg) j lit k I w1 - w2 I • 
Assume further that there exists an r > 0 with: 
(II*) For each A, € (0,1) , the equation x(t) = 
= A f ( t , x ( t ) , x(a?» ( t ) ) , i ( 9> ( t ) ) has no 
1-periodic, continuously differentiable solution z with: 
max i II z II ̂ , II z Ĥ  ? * r . 
( I l l*) deg(glB , I , 0) * 0 , where g(u): « 1 r 
* f f ( t , u, u, 0) dt for u e Br . 
Then there exists a continuously differentiable, 1 * periodic 
x e C( H,!.^) with: 
A x(t) m f(t, x(t), x(i* (t)), ft y (t))) . 
"v % l\ 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3 and there-
fore is omitted here. The remarks in respect to (I) - (III) 
of Theorem 3 can be transferred to (I*) - (III*) here. 
3. In this section we consider the quasibounded case, 
using Theorem 2. Two approaches are possible. The first one 
depends on the substitution of the map L: x l—* x by an 
one-to-one Predholm operator with index 0 (see L53 for the 
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case, where N is completely continuous). Theorem 5 is 
treating this fact. The second approach is to work with the 
above L , but then the assumptions (ii) - (iv) of Theorem 
2 exclude a convenient abstract formulation. Therefore we 
only give an example for it. 
Under & linearity assumption for g we consider the 
following equation: 
(*) x(t) - g(t, xt, xt) = f(t, xt, xt) -
We state: 
Theorem 5* Assumptions: n c IN , a > 0 , 
f, g: H x c ( [ - a, 0 3 , Rn) K C( [ - a,0 3 , H"* ) —• K ^ 
1-period ic in the f i r s t argument, uniformly continuous on 
bounded s e t s , 
/ \ g ( t , . , . ) l inear JJ , k e [ 0 , l ) with: 
t € R 
/ \ / \ l g ( t , u, v , ) - g ( t , u, v P ) t 6 
* e IR *>Vv*r2 * OX C - a ^ . m 
£ k || vx - v 2 II ^ . 
Further assume that for each 1-period ic y e C ( R , 3 l m ' ) the -
re e x i s t s at most one 1-period ic so lut ion z e C ( H , ]R.'n' ) 
of x ( t ) « g ( t , x t , x t ) • y ( t ) ( t e R ) , and that there i s 
a c > 0 , independent of y , such that: c II z H £ |1 y H^* 
Let k 6 * [ 0 , c ) with: 
3) The case, considered in [53, satisfies this linearity 
condition. 
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A. y\ ^ l.r(-t, u, v-) - f(t, u, v?)l * 
£ k II vx - v2 II ̂  
and: 
inf (sup i IIx ir*1 ( sup lf(t, xt, x+)|)|x e 0<<j><«> t •10,43 ' f t i 
C C ^ E , Jf* ) , x 1 - periodic and II x II * jo } ) < c . 
Then: There exists a continuously differentiable 
1 - periodic solution of (*). 
Proof. We set X: = ix | x c C3^ JL ,JBLm'), x 1-periodic?, 
Y: ={y| ye C( K . , ! * ' ) , y 1 - periodic}t L - ^ X — • Y , given 
by Lxx: = x* and L 2 : X — * I , defined by: (L2x)(t) = 
= g(t, x+, x+). . L, and L2 are continuous linear opera-
tors and ind(L^) = 0 (see proof to Theorem 3). Further, ana-
logous to the proof in Theorem 3, one can show: L2 is a 
k set-contraction and then, using Theorem 2 in £63, one re-
ceives: L: = L^ - L2 is a Fredholm-operator with ind(L) = 
= 0 . By assumption L is infective. Thus the hypotheses 
(ii) and (iv) of Theorem 2 are satisfied for every N • We 
'set N: X — • Y by: (Nx)(t) = f(t, xt, xt) .Using assump-
tion, we have: c 1 L y II 6 U y 11̂  for y « Y . This imp-
lies: ( I T 1 ! - * - 4) , hence 1(L) > c . So we get k < 
< 1(L) and in regard to the proof of Theorem 3 that N is 
a k set-contraction. Since % is infective, Conditions 
4) II L U ^ means the operator norm in respect to II 11 on 
X and II Ц on Y . 
Ф 
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(i) and (iii) of Theorem 2 are reduced to 111 L~ o N III < 1. 
Now IIIL"1 * N III * II L"1!!^ Ill N III * 1/c III N III < 1 , 
using the last assumption of this theorem. So we have rea-
lized all hypotheses of Theorem 2 and obtain therefore: 
\/ Lx a Nx , because 0 c R(L) . 
x e X 
The existence of a 1 - periodic solution for the fol-
lowing scalar equation is a simple application of Theorem 5: 
x(t) - x(t) « f(t, xt, xt) , where f is bounded, uniformly 
continuous on bounded sets and k - Lipschitzian in the third 
-_A 
argument with k < . 
We end the announced example for the second approach. 
Let a > 0, g: C( I - a,0 1 , E ) —•> K be a bounded 
Banach-contraction with constant k < 1, p: 11—a* X be con-
tinuous and odd, and 1 e C ( X , R ) be 1- periodic. Fur-
ther assume that p(u) —* > oo for u—*• oo and 
I p(u) I / I u I — * 0 for \ u i — » oo . 
We search 1 - periodic, continuously differentiable 
solutions of: 
(**) x(t) a l(t) + p(x(t)) + g(xt) . 
Doing this, we realize the hypotheses of Theorem 2. De-
fine X, Y, L, P, Q and K p as in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Further set (Nx)(t): a i(t) + p(x(t)) + g(xt) . N is a 
k set-contraction from (X, 1 tt ) to (Y, ft \\ ̂  ) , be-
cause xl—*• 1 + p • x is completely continuous and 
x v—* g(x) is a Banach-contraction with constant k . 
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Now we show that ( i ) - (iv) of Theorem 2 are sat is f ied. 
Let M be a bound for I g I , then we obtain: 
II (I - Q) o Nx H^ & 2( II X »00 + M + || p o x Jl^ ) . 
Thus lp(u) I / I u I —v 0 for I u I —* oo implies: 
III Kp o (I - Q) o N 1(1 = 0 . Hence ( i ) and for every oc e 
B Jl4* ( i i i ) are satisf ied . 
Since p (u )—• oo for u —-• oo , we can choose a @> 
> 0 , such that p ( ^ ) > M • l l l l l^ • 1 for g> > fi , Now ta-
ke oc = 1 . Suppose that there i s an x e X with Q • Nx = 
= 0 and II Px II ^ II x - Px II + (i . Then we obtain: 
|x (0) | £ II xl l^ + [h . I f x (0 )> 0 we have: x ( t ) 2 x(0) -
" 11 x ll̂ o s-t /i for a l l t « R . , and therefore: 
J p ( x ( t ) ) d t > M • || 1 11^ • 1 > | J 4 l ( t ) d t + J* g ( x t ) d t j , 
which is a contradiction to Q o Nx = 0 . If x(0) < 0 , we 
obtain x(t) £ x(0) • Jl x 11^ = - Jx(0))J + II x 11̂  £ - (I . 
Hence: 
f'1 p(x(t)) dt^ -(M + II 111 • 1)< ~ j f l(t) dt * 
JQ 0 
• f g(lt) dtj , 
also a contradiction to Q « N(x) = 0 . Thus (ii) is satis-
fied. 
If x e Ker(L) , then x is a constant function. Thus: 
II Q o N(x)|lA> = | J l ( t ) dt • J* p(x ( t ) ) dt • g (0) | 
Z l p ( x ( 0 ) ) | - II 1 II^ - | g ( 0 ) [ 
> 0 for ft x II = (b • 
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Therefore deg (J * Q © N|Ker(L)n B(/3 )> ® ^ ) | °) i s defi~ 
ned and different from 0 , using Borsuk's theorem. 
Now Theorem 2 implies the existence of an 1 - periodic 
continuously differentiable solution for (* * ) • 
We remark that the here considered example can be trea-
ted by a special case of Theorem 2, which is analogous to 
Theorem 6*1 in [93. 
Results for quasibounded operators, corresponding to 
the situation in Theorem 4, can be obtained in the same man-
ner. We omit them. 
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